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Fun Facts to Know and Remember
1. The rats have amassed unimaginable amounts of money.
2. That money actually belongs to you and to other innocent people worldwide that they have 
defrauded.
3. They have attempted to claim that you are "lost at sea".
4. Based on that Bushwah, they attempted to claim your entire country was "abandoned" and open 
for them to claim.
5. There is no reason for anyone to ever suffer any lack.
6. There is no reason for anyone to ever be taxed.
7. This entire Mess is the result of greed and criminality at the highest levels of the Church and the 
world governments.
8. The banks are trying every trick to hold onto assets that depositors left with them in good faith-- 
again, using bogus claims of "abandonment".
9. The entire National level of the American Government was usurped by the British in Gross Breach 
of Trust and Commercial Contract 150 years ago.
10. The British Government has been at the bottom of most of the wars and conflicts in modern 
times.
11. We have the proof and it is distributed worldwide.
12. The Brits, like the Nazis, always try to burn the books and destroy the records of their evil 
activities.
13. Serco is at the "US" Patent Office right now trying to scrub the evidence of their infamy out of the
records.
14. They can save their digital book burning effort, because we already have it all copied and 
dispersed.
15. The repeated appearance of "Elders" who are going to save you and make this Mess go away is 
just a popular "cover story" as is the OPPT---the perps want to roll the World Trust over into another 
trust and continue to control it by appointing the Trustees.
16. We don't want or need their kind of "Trustees" -- what we need are "Fiduciaries" who serve us, not
them.
17. We have it in our power to restore our National government, by reclaiming our birthright political 
status and assembling our land jurisdiction Counties and States.
18. Until then, the Original International Government Instrumentality, The United States of America 
(Unincorporated) still stands and is active and has claimed its reversionary trust interest and has 
placed claim on all assets owed to the American states and people in their behalf.
19. The clock is ticking, Many millions of Americans and billions of people worldwide need to wake up
and reclaim their stolen assets and identities.
20. The politicians, the churchmen, the military leaders, the banks--- all need a public shaming for 
what has been allowed to go on here and throughout the world.
21. Satan's followers, the Apollyon Acolytes, perverts devoted to endless war, who feed on the 
suffering of others, cannibals who worship the moon, infested the Nazi AND the British leadership 
during the First and Second World Wars.
22. From there, they came to America via Operation Paperclip and various other programs, where 
they have infested our military and the Pentagon and the Territorial and Municipal Congresses.
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23. These Acolytes of Satan are not men. They are literal evil spirits and they are the cause of the 
Evil in High Places.
24. Overcoming them requires fearless opposition, but in a dispassionate -- "Get out of here with your
nonsense." way, just as Jesus dealt with Satan and with evil spirits. They have to be told to take a 
hike with real authority.
25. So we have told them and it stands upon the record: when what is true comes, what is false must
pass away.
26. So it also stands that Satan has been bound and led away in chains.
27. So it also stands that the claims of the people to inherit their land and their peace and all else 
that they are owed, has been brought forth and has cured.
28. Therefore, be of good heart and have faith and steer a steady course; they are already defeated.
29. Be watchful and resolute in exposing them at every turn, and in undermining every attempt of 
The Worm to delude you.
30. Make every trustee, every official, every functionary accountable. Hold their feet to the fire and 
let them know that you are awake and watching.
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